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Abstract. While agile hardware design flows have led to performant computation platforms, hardware security vulnerabilities pose a threat to security-critical software running on these platforms. Verifying programs running on such platforms w.r.t. security properties faces two major challenges: (a) vulnerable software is often nested within large pieces of code, and (b) security properties require more fine-grained platform models (compared to functional properties), leading to complex verification queries. Our work is motivated by these challenges. To address (a) we develop \textit{SymboTaint}, a Hoare-style proof system that allows the decomposition of monolithic security specifications over large programs into smaller verification conditions. For challenge (b), we develop \textit{Information Flow State Machines} (IFSMs), a modeling framework that provides compositionality properties. As a case study, we develop a speculative microprocessor model called \textit{Speculative Abstract Platform} (SAP) which captures hardware designs with a wide range of microarchitectural features. As an evaluation, we use IFSMs to model SAP and verify observational determinism on a broad class of attack programs running on SAP.

1 Introduction

The rise of user-friendly, high-level hardware design frameworks \cite{3,25,30} has made agile development and optimization of hardware computation platforms more accessible. These designs range from general-purpose computers and domain-specific computation engines (accelerators), to platforms designed with security as the guiding principle \cite{1,2,13,17,18,26,27,33}. The usage of ever more efficient hardware systems, however, has been plagued by the existence of hardware execution attacks \cite{6,8,9,29,34,42,51–53}. Formal methods can provide strong security guarantees about system behaviour in the context of these attacks, thus building trust in the system.

Most hardware execution attacks exploit \textit{microarchitectural features} such as caches, branch predictors, and load/store buffers. While reasoning over the architectural state (e.g., program counter, registers) suffices for proving functional correctness of software, one also has to account for the microarchitectural state when proving security properties. Since the microarchitectural state is more detailed than the architectural state, software semantics at the microarchitectural result in especially challenging verification queries. This problem is made more severe given that vulnerable software fragments are typically nested in large pieces of code. In this work, we develop a concerted approach to make verification of information-flow-style properties scale. On the software
side, our approach uses Hoare-style reasoning tailored to security properties, while on the hardware side we leverage compositionality of the platform model.

Fundamental contributions such as Hoare-logic [23], interpolants [35] have enabled techniques such as interpolation-based reasoning [37], and invariant inference (e.g. [11, 15]) which have improved the scalability of software verification. These techniques have been predominantly used for checking single-trace properties such as safety and functional correctness. Security properties such as non-interference [12] on the other hand are hyperproperties defined over sets of traces. While some hyperproperties can be compiled to single-trace safety properties (over the self-composition), and hence permit the above approaches, such encodings do not make use of the specialized nature of security properties. This informs our first research question:

(RQ1) How can we tailor Hoare-style proof techniques to better scale verification of information-flow-based properties such as non-interference?

We answer this question by developing a proof system called SymboTaint, which combines the symbolic representation of state, with taint-like equivalences over system variables. These equivalences align with security properties such as non-interference which prescribe equivalence between two executions w.r.t. certain variables. The symbolic state allows for more precise reasoning than pure taint analysis.

Security verification of software is closely tied with the microarchitectural semantics of the underlying hardware. Additionally, the capabilities of an adversary also vary with the microarchitecture, as some microarchitectural features create new side channels [49], leading to modified security specifications. While microarchitectural semantics are much more detailed, verification can benefit from frameworks that leverage compositionality of hardware. The choice of modelling framework also impacts whether one is able to easily instrument the model with proofs. Hence, we ask:

(RQ2) What modeling formalisms allow compositionality and parameterizability, and connect better with the software-side proof techniques?

We answer this question by developing an abstract operational model called the Information Flow State Machine (IFSM). Intuitively, an information flow state machine augments the underlying platform model with the joint symbolic-taint analysis from the proof system. This enables better interoperability between the proof and the model. Additionally, under some conditions, the transition relation of an IFSM can be decomposed. This allows the proof to reason about only those components of the platform that are relevant to the security property.

To evaluate the efficacy of our approach, we introduce a speculative platform model and verify the security of several safe and vulnerable programs. These are representative of a broad class of transient execution attacks [8, 24] targeting various microarchitectural features. Our verification approach is based on IFSMs which instrument the speculative platform with the proof. We compare the performance of our technique with prior work on verifying transient execution attacks [10] and observe improved performance across safe and unsafe examples. In summary, we make the following main contributions:

1. SymboTaint Proof System. We introduce SymboTaint, a sound proof system that specializes pre/post-conditions from Hoare-style proofs to capture invariants common to security proofs for programs.
2. **Information Flow State Machines.** We introduce IFSMs, an operational model that allows us to connect proofs from SymboTaint with the platform model. We develop conditions under which IFSMs can be decomposed for more efficient analysis of security properties.

3. **Speculative Abstract Platform Model.** We introduce the SAP parameterized platform model which abstractly models a speculative microprocessor. The model captures a wide combination of microarchitectural features and attack vectors, beyond what models in the literature capture. We use IFSMs in this modelling, demonstrating the compositionality of microarchitectural features.

4. **Evaluation on Transient Execution Attacks.** We evaluate our methodology - the model and proof system - by verifying transient execution attacks on the SAP model. We check a broad class of transient execution attack examples against the secure speculation [10, 21] property. We observe performance improvements over the monolithic proof approach from [10].

**Outline.** In §2 we motivate the problem by considering an example of an attack vector. In §3 we introduce the platform and attacker model, and security properties of interest. In §4 we develop the SymboTaint proof-system which enables Floyd-Hoare-style proofs for verification of security properties. In §5, we introduce IFSMs, an operational formalism that allows instrumenting the platform model with proofs written in SymboTaint. We also develop a notion of composition for IFSMs that enable concise proofs. In §6 we present a speculative abstract platform (SAP) model that is capable of capturing a broad class of transient execution attacks from [8, 24] and perform experimentation on this model in §7. We discuss related work in §8 and conclude in §9.

## 2 Motivation

We motivate our methodology and abstractions with the problem of verifying classes of transient execution attacks. In recent literature, secure speculation [10] has been consistently used to capture speculation dependent vulnerabilities in micro-architectures. This property is an extension of observational determinism [55] which itself is a flavor of the non-interference property [12]. Our work is based on using non-interference style properties to identify a broad class of transient execution attacks. We begin by presenting a motivating example of such an attack.

Fig. 1 illustrates `victim_func`, a function that is owned by a victim process and is callable by an adversary process. Ignoring for the moment the first two segments labelled A and B (lines 2-5), segment C (lines 7-9) shows the first discovered transient execution attack called Spectre V1 (bounds check bypass) [29]. The way Spectre V1 works is that the adversary can train the branch predictor to mispredict the condition \((x < N)\), thereby coercing the processor to transiently execute line 9. This results in an access to a potential victim’s secret using \(a[x]\) and then a secret dependent access \(arr2[a[x] * 512]\). This access leaves observable side effects in the data cache covert channel. The adversary can observe these side-effects and hence infer the secret.

**Complexity in software.** A vulnerable code segment such as the one above does not often appear in isolation. It may appear alongside other complex code segments, such as
int victim_func(int x) {
    // A: Init secret pointer
    int* a = &secret;
    // B: Secret dependent code
    ...
    // C: Spectre V1 / BCB
    a = arr1;
    if (x < N)
        tmp = arr2[a[x] * 512];
}

// C1: lines 7-8
addi a3, gp, -88
store a3, s0, -24
bge a0, a1, END
// C2: line 9, a[x]
load a3, s0, -24;
load a3, a3, 0
add a4, a0, a3
load a4, a4, 0
// C3: line 9, arr2[a[x]*512]
muli a4, a4, 512
load a4, a4, 0
load a5, a4, 0

Fig. 1. Victim program executing in the trusted user’s domain with input x which is adversary controlled. This function is vulnerable to Spectre V1 (BCB), Spectre V4 (store-bypass), their combination and leakage from segment B.

Fig. 2. Instruction level translation of lines 4-6 of the program in Figure 1.

A and B in Fig. 1. Segment A may non-trivially interact with segment C, with potential security implications. For example, even if the adversary was unable to mistrain the branch predictor, a faulty store-to-load forwarding of the secret address a from line 3 to line 9 could result in a variation of the Spectre V4 (speculative store bypass) attack [8]. Similarly, segment B can contribute its own secret dependent effects to an exploitable side-channel, such as the line fill buffer [42], resulting in data leakage. This example illustrates the challenges in verifying large pieces of code monolithically and motivates approaches that decompose the proof. In §4 we develop such an approach which takes the form of a proof system. In §6 we apply this proof system to an abstract speculative microprocessor model that can execute assembly-like code.

Complexity in hardware. Another aspect that complicates the verification of software such as victim_func is the necessity to model the hardware at the microarchitectural level, resulting in a massive model. Hence, developing modeling approaches which facilitate compositionality is desirable. While this is true, reasoning over subsets of components in an unguarded manner can lead to false guarantees. Figure 3, illustrates such an example inspired by the CacheOut attack [43]. This attack exfiltrates in-flight data (potentially containing secrets) from the line-fill-buffer (LFB) into the cache, which then serves as the side-channel. An analysis on the model in Fig. 3A, sans the LFB, can be imprecise. Hence, compositionality though useful requires care. In §5.1, we present an operational modeling framework which enables composition under certain conditions. The speculative platform model from §6.1 has a wide range of microarchitectural components, yet satisfies these conditions, resulting in efficient verification.
2.1 Approach Overview: Efficient Proofs with Interpolants

Security properties such as non-interference [19] are based on a notion of observation that identifies when two states are considered to be equivalent. Non-interference in particular requires that two executions which start in equivalent states must also end in equivalent states. One prominent approach [10] used to verify such properties for a program is bounded model checking (BMC) [36]. This is presented in Eq. 1, which is a relation over traces of two instances of the same transition system. It states that if the two instances of the system start in some initial states (say \(q_1^{(0)}\) of the first instance and \(q_2^{(0)}\) of the second) that are low-equivalent (\(q_1^{(0)} \approx_L q_2^{(0)}\)), and each instance takes \(k\) steps (i.e., \(\delta^k(q_1^{(0)}, q_1^{(k)}) \approx \delta(q_1^{(0)}, q_1^{(1)}) \land \cdots \land \delta(q_1^{(k-1)}, q_1^{(k)})\)) to transition from the initial states to the final states \((q_1^{(k)}, q_2^{(k)})\), then the final states should be low-equivalent (\(q_1^{(k)} \approx_L q_2^{(k)}\)).

\[
q_1^{(0)} \approx_L q_2^{(0)} \land \delta^k(q_1^{(0)}, q_1^{(k)}) \land \delta^k(q_2^{(0)}, q_2^{(k)}) \Rightarrow q_1^{(k)} \approx_L q_2^{(k)}
\] (1)

However, a monolithic proof of non-interference (such as a direct translation of the Eq. 1 into a BMC query) results in a large verification query. One way to address the complexity of a monolithic proof is to decompose it into smaller proofs, using intermediate properties, or what we refer to as interpolants, to connect them. This can be intuitively conceptualized through the following three equations.

\[
q_i^0 \approx_L q_2^0 \land \delta(q_1^0, q_1^1) \land \delta(q_2^0, q_2^1) \Rightarrow J_1(q_1^1, q_2^1)
\] (2)
\[
\forall i \in \{1, \ldots, k-1\}. \ J_i(q_1^i, q_2^i) \land \delta(q_1^i, q_1^{i+1}) \land \delta(q_2^i, q_2^{i+1}) \Rightarrow J_{i+1}(q_1^{i+1}, q_2^{i+1})
\] (3)
\[
J_k(q_1^k, q_2^k) \Rightarrow q_1^k \approx_L q_2^k
\] (4)

Instead of a single query, one may break down the proof into a set of smaller verification conditions. This is possible by identifying intermediate conditions \(J_1, \ldots, J_k\) such that: (a) the initial conditions and transition constraints implies \(J_1\) (Eq. 2), (b) \(J_i\) and transition constraints imply \(J_{i+1}\) (Eq. 3), and (c) the final interpolant \(J_k\) implies that the final states are low-equivalent (Eq. 4).

So far this is just standard interpolant-based reasoning. The crux of effectively using this approach to address the complexity issues mentioned lies in the shape of the interpolants \(J_i\) used, and how the system model (i.e., \(\delta\)) is represented. One type of property that can naturally serve as part of these interpolants \(J_i\) for non-interference-style properties, is the class of relational properties of variables between the two system instances in a non-interference proof. Namely, this is the information described by the set of equality constraints \(\{q_1^i(v) = q_2^i(v)\}_{v \in V_i}\) for \(V_i \subseteq V\), where \(q(v)\) denotes the value of variable \(v\) in state \(q\). One can view this as a summary of which variables between the two instances are still low-equivalent after the \(i\)-th step. This intuition is formalized in §4 as the SymboTaint proof system. On the modeling side, it is highly desirable to be able to decompose or separate a system into simpler components. Exploiting the simpler proof obligations from Eq. 2-4, one can then hope that a smaller system recomposed from the decomposed components is sufficient for sound analysis of the property. This intuition is materialized in §5.1 as Information State Flow Machines.
3 Security Model

In this section we begin by introducing our programming model in §3.1 followed by the attacker model in §3.2. We provide background on security properties in §3.3. We consider in this work the following security properties: non-interference [19], observational-determinism [55], and trace-property observational determinism [10].

3.1 Programming Model

We start by developing the system model based on which security properties are defined. We adopt a standard state-transition system, \( M = \langle Q, I, \delta \rangle \) with states \( Q \), initial states \( I \subset Q \) and transition relation \( \delta \subseteq Q \times \text{Op} \times Q \) with transitions labelled by operations from \( \text{Op} \). It is often useful to view states as assignments to the variables in the system. In this view, \( q \in Q \) is map from variables \( v \in V \) to values from some domain \( D \):

\[
q : V \rightarrow D.
\]

A program is a word over \( \text{Op} \) (i.e. \( P \in \text{Op}^* \)) which generates an execution. The execution on a program \( P = \text{op}_1 \cdots \text{op}_n \) is a trace of states \( \pi_P = q^{(0)} \cdots q^{(n)} \in Tr(M) \), where the initial state belongs to \( I \) and (b) consecutive states \( q^{(i)}, q^{(i+1)} \) have a valid transition under \( \text{op}_{i+1} \): \( \delta(q^{(i)}, \text{op}_{i+1}, q^{(i+1)}) \). For trace \( \pi \), we write \( \pi^{(i)} \) for the \( i \)-th state of the trace. \( Tr(M) \) represents valid traces of \( M \) (across programs in \( \text{Op}^* \)), while \( Tr_P(M) \) represents traces corresponding to program \( P \). A program can lead to several traces (e.g. if the system is non-deterministic).

Example 1 (Simple platform model). Figure 4 illustrates a simple platform model. The model state variables consist of the register file and the memory. The model consists of operations \( \text{add} \) and \( \text{load} \). The \( \text{load} \) operation accesses the memory through the \( \text{mem.load} \) function. Throughout our exposition, we add more detail to this model (e.g. a cache, branch predictor, etc.), leading up to the SAP model in §6.1. The modelling syntax loosely follows UCLID5 [40] which we use to implement the verification techniques discussed later.

3.2 Adversary Model

In this section, we characterize the capabilities of the adversary/attacker by defining a parameterized adversary model. The adversary model determines which behaviours constitute a vulnerability and hence influence the security specification. A common adversary model [10,31,47] is one that can passively observe and actively write to subsets
of variables. Our approach additionally endows the adversary with the ability to transmit data between variables. This choice is motivated by microarchitectural mechanisms that move data between variables without necessarily making it visible, as illustrated in Example 2.

Example 2. In Fig. 5, we illustrate how a transmit operation can abstractly model the effect of adversary code in the case of the Lazy-FP [46] vulnerability. In Lazy-FP, the flow of information from the secret to cache state made possible by the adversary’s capability to leak information from the \( x_{mm} \) register to the general purpose register \( rax \) using the \( \text{adv}_{\text{flow}}(x_{mm}, rax) \) operation (and eventually the observable cache) indicated by the solid red arrows. The victim program enables information flow from the secret to the \( x_{mm} \) register (indicated by the dotted line).

![Fig. 5. Information flow in the Lazy-FP vulnerability.](image)

Formally, we characterize our adversary as a triple, \( A = \langle V_O, V_T, F \rangle \). The components indicate the set of observable state variables \( V_O \subseteq V_L \), tamperable variables \( V_T \subseteq V \) and a set of transmitting pairs \( F \subseteq V \times V \). Observable variables determine when two states are considered to be distinguishable. The tampering operations \( \text{Op}_T = \{ \text{op}_{\text{tamp}}(v) \mid v \in V_T \} \) change the value of the tampered variable to an arbitrary value: \( \delta(q, \text{op}_{\text{tamp}}(v), q') \iff \exists x \in \mathbb{D}. q' = q[v \leftarrow x] \). Our adversary model augments these tampering operations from \([32, 47]\) with transmitting operations \( \text{Op}_{\text{flow}} = \{ \text{adv}_{\text{flow}}(v_1, v_2) \mid (v_1, v_2) \in F \} \). A transmitting operation \( \text{adv}_{\text{flow}}(v_1, v_2) \) establishes a flow of data from \( v_1 \) to \( v_2 \): \( \delta(q, \text{adv}_{\text{flow}}(v_1, v_2), q') \iff q' = q[v_2 \leftarrow q(v_1)] \). These adversary operations are a subset of the complete operation set: \( \text{Op}_T \cup \text{Op}_{\text{flow}} \subset \text{Op} \). The adversary executes asynchronously with the system using interleaving semantics\(^3\).

### 3.3 Security Properties

**Observation.** We base our security properties on a notion of observation that dictates when two states lead to different observations (e.g. timing/power-based side-channels \([48]\)). Our instantiation of observation identifies a subset of variables \( V_L \subseteq V \) denoted as low variables. These are required to have equivalent values in the two states:

\[
q_1 \approx_{V_L} q_2 \Leftrightarrow \forall v \in V_L. q_1(v) = q_2(v) \quad (5)
\]

In the context of an entire execution, the adversary-visible §3.2 should be tagged as low. Using this definition we define the standard non-interference property.

**Definition 1 (Non-Interference).** A system \( M \) executing program \( P \) satisfies non-interference (w.r.t. low variables \( V_L \)) if

\[
\forall \pi_1, \pi_2 \in Tr_P(M). \ \pi_1^{(0)} \approx_{V_L} \pi_2^{(0)} \Rightarrow \pi_1^{(n)} \approx_{V_L} \pi_2^{(n)} \quad (6)
\]

\(^3\) Note that the adversary and system can take an arbitrary number of steps.
In words, this property requires that states which start out being observationally equivalent should end up being observationally equivalent after executing $P$.

We also consider observational determinism [55] which states that executing program $P$ from indistinguishable states should result in indistinguishable states at every step. We first extend the definition of low-equivalence to traces: $\pi_1 \approx_{V_L} \pi_2 \Rightarrow \forall i \in \mathbb{N}. \pi_1^{(i)} \approx_{V_L} \pi_2^{(i)}$. Observational determinism can be formalized as follows:

**Definition 2 (Observational Determinism).** A system $M$ executing program $P$ satisfies observational-determinism (OD) w.r.t low variables $V_L$ if

$$\forall \pi_1, \pi_2 \in \text{Tr}_P(M). \pi_1^{(0)} \approx_{V_L} \pi_2^{(0)} \Rightarrow \pi_1 \approx_{V_L} \pi_2$$

An extension of observational determinism [10] captures trace property-dependent violations of observational determinism. While OD requires that any two traces that are initially equivalent be always equivalent, Trace-Property Observational Determinism (TPOD) relaxes this condition in two ways. First, TPOD restricts these traces ($\pi_3, \pi_4$) to a trace set $T_2$. Secondly, TPOD only enforces their equality when two other traces ($\pi_1, \pi_2$) from trace set $T_1$ are equivalent. We refer the reader to [10] for details.

**Definition 3 (TPOD).** Given trace properties $T_1 \subset \text{Tr}_P(M)$ and $T_2 \subset \text{Tr}_P(M)$, a system $M$ satisfies trace property-dependent observational determinism when executing program $P$ if

$$\forall \pi_1, \pi_2 \in T_1, \pi_3, \pi_4 \in T_2. (\pi_1 \approx_{V_L} \pi_2 \land \pi_3^{(0)} \approx_{V_L} \pi_4^{(0)}) \Rightarrow \pi_3 \approx_{V_L} \pi_4$$

Taint contexts Taint analysis [44] is an approach that can perform an approximate (typically over-approximate) analysis of the system w.r.t. security properties. These approaches generally consider a set $L$ of security labels [14, 41]. A taint-context $\Gamma$ maps variables to taint-labels, $\Gamma : V \rightarrow L$. When the label set consists of two labels low and high, $\{L, H\}$, we can view $\Gamma(v) = L$ to mean that the variable $v$ is untainted (by any high - H - values). Consequently, this interpretation of taint can be related to the notion of equivalence of variables. In particular, when the taint assigned to $v$ is low at some point in the execution, $\Gamma(v) = L$, $v$ only depends on variables that had initially had L taint. If the latter were observationally equal then $v$ is as well. Hence, the taint can be thought of as a relational property marking variables that take identical values across executions. We make use of this when developing the SymboTaint proof system. We can define indistinguishability in terms of the taint-context:

$$q_1 \approx_{\Gamma} q_2 \equiv \forall v \in V. \Gamma(v) = l \Rightarrow q_1(v) = q_2(v)$$

Eq. 5 relates to this as: $q_1 \approx_{(v \mid \Gamma(v) = L)} q_2 \iff q_1 \approx_{\Gamma} q_2$. We also use $\delta_\tau$ as the transition relation over taint-contexts: $\delta_\tau \subseteq Q \times (V \rightarrow L) \times \text{Op} \times (V \rightarrow L)$.

### 4 The SymboTaint Proof System

In this section, we develop a methodology to verify a given program running on a platform model with respect to security properties from §3.3. Our technique is a proof-system based on Hoare-logic [23] and interpolant-based reasoning [37]. Standard Hoare-logic inductively builds a proof for a program by composing Hoare-triples defined for
atomic statements to get a pre-post condition for the full program. The pre-post conditions are typically state sets (predicates) that over-approximate the actual set of states reached. This is adequate when one is concerned with proving properties over individual executions. However, the security properties of interest (§3.3) are hyperproperties defined over pairs of executions. This requires us to augment the shape of the interpolants used in the proof-system, which we now discuss.

4.1 Joint Symbolic-Taint Interpolants

Our proof system uses interpolants of the form \(\{S, \Gamma\}\) where \(S\) is a set of states and \(\Gamma\) is a collection of relation equality constraints. While standard Hoare-logic/interpolant-based approaches use formulae that hold over individual states, \(\{S, \Gamma\}\) holds on a pair of states. This is defined through a judgement \((q_1, q_2) \models \{S, \Gamma\}\) (where \(q_1, q_2 \in Q\)):

\[
(q_1, q_2) \models \{S, \Gamma\} \equiv (q_1 \in S) \land (q_2 \in S) \land q_1 \approx_{\Gamma} q_2
\]

We define the SymboTaint-triple \(\{S, \Gamma\} \mathcal{M}(\text{op}) \{S', \Gamma'\}\) over an individual operation \(\text{op}\) similar to Hoare-logic. If two states satisfying \(\{S, \Gamma\}\) transition on \(\text{op}\), then any pair of post-states satisfy \(\{S', \Gamma'\}\):

\[
\{S, \Gamma\} \mathcal{M}(\text{op}) \{S', \Gamma'\} \equiv \forall q_1, q_2, q'_1, q'_2. \\
((q_1, q_2) \models \{S, \Gamma\} \land \delta(q_1, \text{op}, q'_1) \land \delta(q_2, \text{op}, q'_2)) \implies (q'_1, q'_2) \models \{S', \Gamma'\}
\]

We observe that the symbolic-taint interpolants can be composed, giving us proof rules for sequential composition and iteration similar to Hoare-logic. We provide the full set of proof rules in the Appendix. Then starting with the triple for a single operation as the base case, we can build proofs for larger programs. This key feature allows us to decompose proofs for large programs into a set of verification conditions (VC) over small sequences of operations. Each of these VCs can be discharged more effectively than a single VC for the full program.

**Self-composition vs. SymboTaint.** Hyper-properties such as non-interference can be thought of as (single trace) safety properties over the self-composition of the system [12]. Following this observation, one could build a self-composition of the system and use interpolants defined over two copies of the variables. However, this approach defines symbolic constraints on twice the variables, putting strain on the underlying model-checker. We develop a different route.

Our choice of interpolants is based on the observation that the properties in §3.3 mention equality over pairs of variables from the copies of the system. We encode this as a taint-context \(\Gamma : V \rightarrow \mathcal{L}\) which marks whether a variable takes equal values. When \(\Gamma(v) = \mathcal{L}\) then \(v\) takes the same value across both executions.

**Example 3.** In Fig. 6 we depict a snippet from a model extending Ex. 1. In this model, before a load operation invokes `mem.load` to fetch an address from the memory it checks for the address in the cache (`cache.is_hit`). The model performs cache partitioning [28] by dividing the cache into partitions each of which is only accessible
core {
  operation load(rs1, rd, imm) {
    // mem[regs[rs1]+imm] = rd;
    var addr = regs[rs1]+imm;
    // Redefined model semantics
    if (cache.is_hit(addr, dom))
      regs[rd] = cache.load(addr, dom)
    else
      regs[rd] = mem.load(addr);
  }
  ...
}

// Cache component
cache {
  var mdata : [set_index_t]word_t;
  var data : [set_index_t]word_t;
  // Internal functions
  get_index(addr, dom): set_index_t =
    addr[63:22] ++ dom;
  get_tag(addr) : tag_t = addr[21:8];
  is_hit(addr,dom): bool = get_tag(addr) == mdata[get_index(addr, dom)];
  ...
}

Fig. 6. Modified platform model from Fig. 4 with a partitioned cache.

by a single process domain (dom). The model partitions the cache by set-index (line 19); the index depends on the address and the process domain. Suppose the victim domain 0 is allocated indices \( \leq k \) while the attacker domain 1 is allocated the rest.

An access made by the victim (domain 0) on address addr, results in the satisfaction of the Hoare-triple \( \{ Q, \Gamma_0 \} M(\text{load}) \{ S_1, \Gamma_1 \} \) where \( \Gamma_0 = [\lambda i > k. i \leftarrow L] \) is the taint-context with domain 1 accessible indices marked low. Additionally, the symbolic state captures the fact that domain 0 is making the access. Then following the partitioning semantics encoded in \( M(\text{load}) \), we can infer a post-judgement where \( \Gamma_1 = \Gamma_0 \). That is after performing the load operation, domain 1 visible state remains low-equivalent. This proves that a victim executed load does not modify attacker-visible state.

4.2 Connecting the Proof System with Security Properties

In this section, we connect the proof system developed in §4.1 with security properties. This connection is based on the fact that we can develop SymboTaint-triples which, under some conditions, are sound with respect to the properties defined in §3.3. We now discuss these conditions, starting with non-interference.

**Non-interference:** When proving non-interference with respect to the low variables \( V_L \) and program \( P \), we generate a valid triple of the form: \( \{ I, \Gamma_0 \} M(P) \{ Q, \Gamma_f \} \) with the following condition, denoted as CondNI:

\[
\text{CondNI} : \forall v \notin V_L. \Gamma_0(v) \neq \bot \land \forall v \in V_L. \Gamma_f(v) = \bot \tag{10}
\]

In the pre-condition, we allow a low (\( \bot \)) assignment to variables in \( V_L \). This ensures that the antecedent of the non-interference property is implied. We require that the final taint-context \( \Gamma_f \) assign L to \( V_L \), which implies the consequent of non-interference.

**Observational-determinism:** The difference between observational determinism and non-interference is that in the former, all taint-contexts must assign \( L \) to \( V_L \). Hence, in this case, we want to generate valid triples where CondObsDet holds:

\[
\{ I, \Gamma_0 \} M(\text{op}_1) \{ S_1, \Gamma_1 \} M(\text{op}_2) \cdots \{ S_n, \Gamma_n \}
\]

\[
\text{CondObsDet} : \forall v \notin V_L. \ T_0(v) \neq \bot \land \forall i \in [1..n]. \forall v \in V_L. \ T_i(v) = \bot \tag{11}
\]
The first judgement (pre-condition) is identical to the case of non-interference. However, in this case, we need to choose the intermediate interpolants such that each of the taint-contexts assign the \( L \) label to the variables in \( V \).

**TPOD:** While non-interference and observational determinism are properties over two traces, TPOD is over four traces. This requires us to consider a self-composition of the platform transition system. Additionally, TPOD only enforces observational-equivalence when the traces belong to \( T_1 \) and \( T_2 \). This allows us to strengthen the proof system for TPOD with auxiliary invariants that over-approximate \( T_1 \) and \( T_2 \). We call these invariants *cover-invariants*. We now briefly discuss these concepts.

**Self composition of \( M \)** The self-composition of \( M \) is the transition system \( M^2 = \langle Q^2, \delta^2, I^2 \rangle \). The new state space is \( Q^2 = Q \times Q \), the transition relation \( \delta^2 \) enforces \( \delta \) on both the first and second copies of the state, and \( I^2 = I \times I \). We also consider the paired state as an assignment to two copies of the state, and \( \pi \). The new state space is \( V^1 = \{ v^1 \}_{v \in V} \) and \( V^2 = \{ v^2 \}_{v \in V} \).

**Cover invariants for trace-properties** In order to capture the trace-properties \( T_1, T_2 \) that TPOD enforces, we allow invariants \( I^1_{\text{tpod}}, I^2_{\text{tpod}} \subseteq Q \) that are implied by \( T_1 \) and \( T_2 \) respectively. That is, if \( \pi \in T_1 \) then \( \forall i. \pi^i \in I^i_{\text{tpod}} \), and similarly for \( T_2 \) and \( I^2_{\text{tpod}} \). While cover invariants can just be \( \text{True} \), tighter invariants can lead to stronger proofs.

For TPOD, we require the following valid triples to hold over the self-composed system \( M^2 \) and program \( P = op_1 \cdot \cdot \cdot op_n \) such that CondTPOD holds:

\[
\{ S_0, \Gamma_0 \} M(\text{op}_1) \{ S_1, \Gamma'_1 \}, \{ S_1, \Gamma_1 \} M(\text{op}_2) \{ S_2, \Gamma'_2 \}, \cdot \cdot \cdot , \{ S_{n-1}, \Gamma_{n-1} \} M(\text{op}_n) \{ S_n, \Gamma'_n \}
\]

\[
\text{CondTPOD} : S_0 = (I \cap I^1_{\text{tpod}}) \times (I \cap I^2_{\text{tpod}}) \land
\forall i. \forall v \notin V^1_L. \Gamma'_i(v) \neq L \land \forall v \notin V^2_L. \Gamma_0(v) \neq L \land
\forall i \in [1..n]. \forall v \in V^2_L. \Gamma'_i(v) = L \land \forall i \in [1..n]. \forall v \in V^2. \Gamma_i(v) = \Gamma'_i(v)
\]  

**Theorem 1 (Soundness).** If there is a Hoare-triple for \( M \) under program \( P \) that is valid w.r.t. conditions CondNI (resp. CondObsDet, CondTPOD) then the system \( M \) satisfies non-interference (resp. observational-determinism, TPOD) on program \( P \).

## 5 IFSMs: Operational Encoding of SymboTaint

In this section, we discuss an operational approach to encode the proof-based reasoning developed in §4. This allows us to represent proofs in the form of executions of a standard symbolic transition system. This has the following prominent advantages. Firstly, it is easier to connect (by way of instrumentation) an operationally encoded proof with a platform model that is represented as a transition system. Then, off-the-shelf model-checking tools can be used to perform verification on the proof-instrumented platform model (e.g. bounded/unbounded model checking, invariant inference, etc.). We apply this to secure and insecure cases in §7 where we analyze an abstract platform model. Additionally, an operational encoding allows us to perform structural composition (§5.2) of parts of the platform. In particular, this allows projecting away components that are not relevant to the proof of a certain property. This is advantageous since platforms (over which we evaluate our techniques) are built hierarchically.
5.1 Information Flow State Machine

At a high level, an IFSM is a state-transition system that encodes a joint symbolic-taint (\(\{S, \Gamma\}\)) judgement in its state. This encoding is performed by augmenting the state from the system \(\S\) with a taint-context \((\Gamma : V \rightarrow L)\). Consequently, IFSM creation can be thought of as instrumenting a platform model with taint-tracking variables.

The transitions of the IFSM update the system state following the transition relation \(\delta\) from \(\S\), and update the taint-context following its transition relation, \(\delta_p\). If a transition is allowed in the IFSM, then the corresponding Hoare-triple holds in the platform model. This implies the soundness of safety proofs that use IFSMs. The IFSM is also parameterized by the initial taint-context, \(\Gamma_0\). The choice of initial taint context depends on the property being proved. For example, if one is concerned with proving non-interference with \(\Gamma_0\) defined on the property being proved.

**Definition 4 (Information Flow State Machine).** An IFSM is a transition system \((Q, \Delta, \Gamma_0)\), with a set of configurations \(Q\), the transition relation \(\Delta\), and a set of initial states \(\Gamma_0\). Each configuration pairs a platform state with a taint context: \(Q = Q \times (V \rightarrow L)\). The transition relation combines the platform variable updates with taint transitions: \(\Delta((q_1, \Gamma_1), (q_2, \Gamma_2)) \iff \delta(q_1, \op, q_2) \land \delta_p((q_1, \Gamma_1), (q_2, \Gamma_2))\), where \(\delta\) is the platform transition relation and \(\delta_p\) is the taint-context transition relation. Finally, the set of initial configurations is defined as: \(\Gamma = I \times \Gamma_0\).

5.2 Composing IFSMs

In this section, we discuss structural compositionality of IFSMs. Our notion of composition is based on the observations that (a) hardware platforms are typically hierarchical in nature and (b) only some components in the design hierarchy transition for certain operations. We define a composition of two IFSMs as follows.

**Definition 5 (Composition of IFSMs).** The composition of \(M_1 = (Q, \Delta_1, \Gamma_0)\) and \(M_2 = (Q, \Delta_2, \Gamma_0)\) is \(M_1 || M_2 = (Q, \Delta, \Gamma_0)\), where: \(\Delta = \Delta_1 \land \Delta_2\) and \(I = I_1 \land I_2\).

The composition conjoins transition relations and starting states of \(M_1\) and \(M_2\). The new transition relation enforces constraints from both component IFSMs. This may lead to the new IFSM not having any valid transitions (e.g. when \(M_1, M_2\) require conflicting updates to a variable). We identify the conditions under which this does not happen.

**Separability.** To allow composability, we require that the overall transition relation is separable into per-variable components: \(\delta(q, \op, q') \iff \land_v \delta^v(q, \op, q'(v))\). Intuitively, the relation \(\delta^v \subseteq Q \times \op \times D\) localizes the effect of \(\delta\) on an individual variable \(v\). The post-values admitted by all individual \(\delta^v\)s can be combined to generate valid next-state assignments. We define \(\delta^v_p\) similarly, by replacing \(\delta\) with \(\delta_p\) with \((q, \Gamma)\), and \(q'\) with \(\Gamma'\) in the above equation: \(\delta_p((q, \Gamma), \op, \Gamma') \iff \land_v \delta^v_p((q, \Gamma), \op, \Gamma'(v))\).

**Projection.** In addition to separating the effects of a transition, we also need to identify when a particular component drives a certain variable. We denote this by the
guard predicate \( C^v(q, \text{op}) \) which is true when \( v \) is driven by the component and false otherwise. Formally, we can write this as follows:

\[
C^v(q, \text{op}) \vee \forall x \in \mathcal{D}. \delta^v(q, \text{op}, x)
\] (13)

When \( C^v \) is true, the component enforces specific next values for variable \( v \). Otherwise, \( \delta^v \) holds for all next values, i.e. the component does not enforce any constraints on the new value. When composing two or more components, we require that at each step the guard of at most one component be true. This ensures non-conflicting updates.

5.3 Compositional Verification with IFSM

Compositionality allows us to view the full platform model as a set of separable constraints imposed on each variable. We can make full use of this separability, by composing constraints from only necessary models. Consider the task of verifying the composition \( M = M_1 || \cdots || M_N \). Then it suffices to compose only those components that drive some variable \( v \). For operation \( \text{op} \), we denote such components as \( \mathcal{I}(\text{op}) = \{ i \in [N] | \exists q \in Q, v \in V. C^v_i(q, \text{op}) \} \). Then we have the following corollary.

**Corollary 1 (Minimal Composition).** If each IFSM of a composition satisfies Eq. 13 and the guards of each IFSM model are disjoint, we have (where \( \mathcal{I}(\text{op}) = \{ j_1, \cdots, j_k \} \)):

\[
\{ S, \Gamma \} \ M(\text{op}) \ {S', \Gamma'} \iff \{ S, \Gamma \} \ (M_{j_1} || M_{j_2} || \cdots || M_{j_k}) (\text{op}) \ {S', \Gamma'}
\] (14)

In the following sections, we utilize this notion of minimal composition when verifying transient execution attacks on platform model of a microprocessor.

6 Verifying Speculative Platforms with IFSMs

Existing works on modeling and verifying security properties for processor platforms commonly develop the platform model based on speculative semantics \([10, 16, 21, 22]\). These platform models specify instruction semantics at the microarchitectural-level. These mappings from instructions to micro-architectural effects are often hard-coded making extensions to these semantics difficult. A modeling language that allows flexible specification of micro-architectural features can address these challenges. We present Speculative Abstract Platform (SAP) that models a general class of microprocessor designs. The SAP model is implemented using the modeling and verification language UCLID5 \([40]\) which allows for parameterization and composition of model components. While we model a wide range of microarchitectural features, for space reasons, we only present the cache and branch prediction components of the SAP model in this section. For full details, we refer the reader to the repository at https://github.com/ifsm-sp2023/sap and Appendix §B.

6.1 The Speculative Abstract Platform
The SAP model consists of several abstract components represented as IFSMs. The model includes a CPU core, a data cache, a line fill buffer, load and store buffers, a page table, a translation lookaside buffer, a pattern history table, a branch target buffer and a power state. We note that the SAP model serves as an initial abstraction which one may use for the analysis of speculative programs. To exemplify our methodology, we describe the following three IFSM components of the SAP in more detail and describe their composition: the CPU, cache and branch predictor models. We omit details about virtualization from this example for simplicity.

**Abstract CPU model.** The CPU model $M_{core}$, is an abstraction of architectural states, which include the variables in the first row of Table 7. The program counter, registers, physical memory, and exception registers are denoted by $pc$, $regs$, $mem$, and $excp$ respectively. We use $pid$ to denote the domain of the executing process (adversary or victim). The set of operations ($Op$) define the transition relation semantics $\delta$. For the CPU, these operations are load ($load$), store ($store$), conditional branch ($bge$), add ($add$), jump ($jmp$) and other instructions containing only the ISA level semantics. This model was described earlier as Fig. 4.

**Abstract cache model.** The second row in Table 7 describes the cache model $M_{cache}$, which contains a map of cache indexes to valid bits and tags of cache lines (this is abstracted away in Figure 6). In addition to the internal functions as shown in Figure 6, the cache model contains the load operation which reads from data variable. The cache model redefines the semantics of the CPU’s load operation and thus we associate the guard $C_{regs[rd]}(q.load) := ishit(addr,pid)$, where $addr := q.reg[rsi] + imm$. Fig. 8 expands on Fig. 6 to illustrate this.

---

4 We note that the number of exceptions is not comprehensive and only includes page faults, abort pages and device-not-available exceptions to accommodate the variants we verify.
Abstract branch predictor model. The abstract branch predictor $M_{BP}$, redefines branch instructions with speculative semantics by using a pattern history table ($pht$). It takes the conventional always mispredict semantics common in existing models \cite{16, 21}. For example, the branch-if-greater-equal ($\text{bge}$) operation makes a branch decision based on the $pht$ using an uninterpreted function $\text{ctr\_to\_dir}$. This takes as argument the state of the counter for a given address and returns a branch direction. The guard associated to this operation, $C_{BP}^p(q, \text{bge}) := \ast$, allows the model to non-deterministically choose (indicated by *) between executing $\text{bge}$ in the branch prediction or the core.

6.2 Composing IFSM Models.

Composing SAP components. To verify our properties efficiently, we compose the abstract models from \S 6.1 using Def. 5. In addition, the models are designed such that the transitions satisfy Eq. 13 and the collection of guards are disjoint. Subsequently, we make use of Cor. 1 to verify “minimal” compositions with the interpolant-based approach. To illustrate this, consider the task of verifying non-interference for Figure 2. Figure 10 shows the program component that contains three operations corresponding to the blocks in Figure 2. Each instruction level operation within the block corresponds to a composition of the operations from $M_{core}$, $M_{cache}$ and $M_{BP}$.

Executing the victim program on the SAP model. First, by construction, our models $M_{core}$, $M_{cache}$ and $M_{BP}$ satisfy Eq. 13 because when the guard of a variable $v$ evaluates to false, we do not update variable $v$. Second, each guard is written to be disjoint. This allows us to use Corollary 1 to compose only the necessary models for computing the symbolic-taint interpolants. For example, computing the post-interpolant for $\text{block\_C1()}$, the composition $M_{core} || M_{cache} || M_{BP}$ is used because of the $\text{store}$ and $\text{bge}$ instructions. On the otherhand, computing the post-interpolant of $\text{block\_C3()}$ only requires $M_{core} || M_{cache}$. This results in a shorter compilation time of the models for each computation of an interpolant and smaller model to reason about.

Fig. 9. Branch prediction in the SAP model.

Fig. 10. Program composed with the SAP model.
7 Case Studies

While several approaches [10, 21, 38] perform verification w.r.t. secure speculation, vulnerabilities such as ÆPIC [7] transcend secure speculation, due to which we check observational determinism (Eq. 11), which in turn implies secure speculation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spectre v1 [29]</td>
<td>× ×</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectre v2 [29]</td>
<td>× ×</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectre v3 [29]</td>
<td>× ×</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meltdown [34]</td>
<td>× ×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreshadow [51]</td>
<td>× ×</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LVI [52]</td>
<td>× × ×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>× ×</td>
<td></td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NetSpectre [45]</td>
<td>× × ×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>× ×</td>
<td></td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LazyFP [46]</td>
<td>× ×</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>×</td>
<td>× ×</td>
<td></td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td>L1D</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIDL [42]</td>
<td>× ×</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>×</td>
<td>× ×</td>
<td></td>
<td>× ×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>L1D</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. The execution column indicates whether the adversary is allowed to execute asynchronously or only before and after the victim program (at entry points). $V_O$, $V_T$ and $F$ represent the observable states, tamperable states and the flow transmit pairs (§3.2) of the adversary.

7.1 Speculative Examples

Table 1 shows the list of transient execution attacks that we check for observational determinism when executing on the SAP model. The execution column indicates the setting in which the vulnerabilities may occur: either when the adversary executes asynchronously (e.g., using simultaneous multi-threading) or only before and after the victim program execution (entry points). We try to choose asynchronous execution whenever possible because it is a more restrictive model. The three columns $V_O$, $V_T$ and $F$ describe our parameterization of the adversary model (§3.2) used to capture the attacks. $V_O$ shows two covert channels that are used in the list of attacks, which include the L1D cache and the AVX2 power state. $V_T$ indicates the states that we consider tamperable. Lastly, $F$ describes the adversary’s capability to leak information from the state in column $v_1$ to the state in column $v_2$. For example, in the case of the LazyFP vulnerability, we assume the setting in which the adversary can leak information from the XMM registers to the L1D cache, and for the MDS-based attacks, we assume that the adversary can leak information from the line fill buffer (LFB) to the L1D cache. The remaining column indicates the speculative features being exploited at a high level. We note that these columns are not intended to be exhaustive of the speculative features, buffers and covert channels that can potentially be exploited. We emphasize that the table stresses the need for a more holistic approach that considers all components of the platform and an adversary model that can parameterize the system state. Each vulnerability shown
only exploits a specific combination of speculative features and covert channels, yet there is potentially a combinatorial space of features one could exploit and thus sound analysis would require reasoning about all these combinations in a scalable manner.

Verifying Observational Determinism on the SAP Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vulnerability</th>
<th>OD (BMC)</th>
<th>TOD (BMC)</th>
<th>TOD (Interpolants)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Insecure</td>
<td>Part. $</td>
<td>$ Insecure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectre v1</td>
<td>150.7</td>
<td>125.9</td>
<td>7.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectre v2</td>
<td>223.0</td>
<td>242.8</td>
<td>8.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectre v4</td>
<td>20.8</td>
<td>49.2</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meltdown</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>92.1</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreshadow</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>81.7</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LVI</td>
<td>15.1</td>
<td>33.6</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NetSpectre</td>
<td>17.6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LazyFP</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIDL</td>
<td>14.37</td>
<td>20.2</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectre v1 (St.=4)</td>
<td>TLE</td>
<td>TLE</td>
<td>94.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectre v1 (St.=5)</td>
<td>TLE</td>
<td>TLE</td>
<td>466.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectre v1 (St.=6)</td>
<td>TLE</td>
<td>TLE</td>
<td>874.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Time (in seconds) to verify OD using the 2-safety encoding with BMC, the trace property encoding of OD (TOD) with BMC and TOD with interpolants. Examples are checked using UCLID5, and marked with TLE (time limit exceeded) if it takes longer than 15 minutes.

7.2 Verification Results

We model instruction-level program snippets representative of the transient execution attack vulnerabilities from Table 1 and verify the programs by composing it with the SAP. The results of the approaches used are described in Table 2. Specifically, we first verify that the program snippets violate the secure speculation property using (1) bounded model checking (BMC) with the 2-safety observational determinism-based encoding (OD), (2) using bounded model checking with the symbolic taint analysis (TOD) encoding (which is a trace property with taint contexts modeled using ghost variables as explained in §5.1) and (3) using the interpolant-based approach with the symbolic taint analysis encoding. For the interpolant-based approach, we prove pre-post properties corresponding to the taint context. These results are listed under the insecure columns. We also verify that the programs are secure with an abstract partitioned cache [28] model, with the exception of NetSpectre and LazyFP because the model of the former leaks to the AVX2 side-channel and the latter leaks secrets into cache after the execution of the victim. These results are listed under the columns labeled Part. $. We note that the disparity in runtimes between the different vulnerabilities can be explained by the number of atomic blocks we separate the program P into (and hence require more steps for BMC), the number of instructions and varying platform model complexity. The last three examples are extensions of the Spectre v1 attack where the system takes a varying number of steps (annotation (St.=i) means the system takes i steps). As expected, the interpolant-based approach outperforms BMC because each check is localized to small sequences of instructions. The experiments were run on a 2.6 GHz 6-Core Intel Core i7 machine with 16 GB RAM.
8 Related Work

Our main contribution in this work is demonstrating two forms of composition: (a) temporal composition which builds Hoare-style proofs for sequences of instructions, and (b) spatial composition which allows reasoning only over relevant slices of the hardware design. This is most closely related to work on information flow checking; more specifically, lazy self-composition [54]. The SymboTaint proof system used in temporal composition combines symbolic state with taint-based relational atoms. Lazy self-composition develops an abstraction-refinement approach, also using relational atoms. However, their core focus is on performing symbolic reasoning lazily (by default relying only on taint-based relational atoms). In contrast, our focus is on proof decomposition. Consequently, a lazy self-composition-based approach can be used with ours for identifying optimal interpolants. Additionally, lazy self-composition does not consider the modeling and compositional reasoning of the hardware platform.

Other related works that combine program and platform models to verify security include Covern [39] which defines composition over a specific type of shared resource system with locks, compositional information flow-aware refinement [5] which introduces the notion of ignorance-preservation, is developed over an abstract system which can be used our formalisms to develop more accurate models. Lastly, work on modeling hardware platforms using happens-before graphs [38, 50] proposes a pattern-based approach for checking security, however, non-interference is beyond the scope of this work.

The emergence of transient execution attacks has also led to the use of information flow checking for proving the security of programs [20–22], but they are limited in their ability to extend to different attacker and platform models and lack a systematic method of spatial composition. While previous work [16] provides a systematic approach to combine speculative attacks, they are attack-centric and retrospective, requiring knowledge about the precise attack mechanisms, and are limited in their ability to combine attacks.

9 Conclusion

In this work, we considered the problem of verifying information-flow-based security properties for software running on hardware platforms. This is challenging owing to complex microarchitectural-level system models and vulnerable code fragments nested within large software. We introduced SymboTaint, a proof-system that specializes Hoare-style reasoning to properties such as non-interference and observational determinism. We developed Information Flow State Machines as an operational framework that allows parameterizable modeling of microarchitectural features. Additionally, IF-SMs allow instrumenting the platform model with SymboTaint based proofs. We presented an abstract model of a speculative microprocessor called the Speculative Abstract Platform (SAP) with several microarchitectural features. We use our methodology to verify observational- determinism for a broad class of transient execution attacks beyond what is possible with existing approaches.
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Supplementary Material

In this section we provide additional examples and proofs that support the main text.

A Proof System

A.1 Proof rules

We provide the full set of proof rules in Fig. 11. In addition to sequential composition of the proof rules, we can also have a proof rule for for strengthening the precondition/weakening the postcondition. This is analogous to the consequence rule in the classical Floyd-Hoare system (e.g. [23]). We denote this as rule (3) in Fig. 11.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(RBASE)} & \quad \forall q_i, q_i', q_i'', ((q_i, q_i') \models \{ S, F \} \land \delta(q_i, op_1 \ldots op_m, q_i') \land \delta(q_i, op_1 \ldots op_m, q_i'')) \Rightarrow (q_i', q_i'') \models \{ S', F' \} \\
\text{(RSeq)} & \quad \{ S, F \} M_{\text{op}_1 \ldots \text{op}_m} \{ S', F' \} \\
\text{(RCons)} & \quad (S_i \subseteq S_i' \land \Gamma_i \subseteq \Gamma_i') \Rightarrow \{ \delta, S_i, \Gamma_i \} = \{ \delta, S_i', \Gamma_i' \} \\
\end{align*}
\]

Fig. 11. Proof rules for joint symbolic-taint judgements.

A.2 Proof of Theorem 1

We now provide a proof for Theorem 1.

Proof (Proof sketch). In the case of non-interference (NI), if 10 holds then, we also have

\[
\{ I, \Gamma^* \} M(P) \{ Q, \Gamma_f \}
\]

where \( \Gamma^* = \{ V_1 \rightarrow L, V_2 \rightarrow H \} \) (by RCONS). Now consider any pair of traces \( \pi_1, \pi_2 \in Tr_P(M) \). If \( \pi_1^{(0)} \approx_{\text{NI}} \pi_2^{(0)} \) (precondition of NI, Defn. 6) then \( (\pi_1^{(0)}, \pi_2^{(0)}) \models \{ I, \Gamma^* \} \). Consequently (by Eq. 15), every pair of final states satisfy \( (\pi_1^{(n)}, \pi_2^{(n)}) \models \{ Q, \Gamma_f \} \).

Then, by the condition on \( \Gamma_f \) (in Eq. 10), we get \( \pi_1^{(n)} \approx_{\text{NI}} \pi_2^{(n)} \) as desired. The proof for OD is similar, however, we use the intermediate taint-contexts to show equivalence \( \pi_1^{(i)} \approx_{\text{OD}} \pi_2^{(i)} \) for each step \( i \).

We now provide a proof sketch for TPOD. Suppose there exist traces \( \pi_1, \pi_2, \pi_3, \pi_4 \in Tr_P(M) \) that satisfy the preconditions of TPOD. That is (A) \( \pi_1, \pi_2 \in T_1 \), (B) \( \pi_3, \pi_4 \in T_2 \), (C) \( \pi_1 \approx_{\text{OD}} \pi_3 \) and (D) \( \pi_2 \approx_{\text{OD}} \pi_4 \). Then we proceed by induction to show that \( (\pi_1^{(i)}, \pi_2^{(i)}, \pi_3^{(i)}, \pi_4^{(i)}) \models \{ S_i, \Gamma_i \} \) holds for each \( i \). The base case follows by (Eq. 12) since \( \pi_1^{(0)}, \pi_2^{(0)} \in I \cap I_{1}^{\text{OD}} \) (since \( I_{1}^{\text{OD}} \) is a cover invariant for \( T_1 \)), and similarly \( \pi_3^{(0)}, \pi_4^{(0)} \in I \cap I_2^{\text{OD}} \).
Now assume (inductive case) that it holds for some \( i \). The \( \left( (\pi_1^{(i+1)}, \pi_3^{(i+1)}), (\pi_2^{(i+1)}, \pi_4^{(i+1)}) \right) \models \{ S_{i+1}, T'_{i+1} \} \) holds by (F) and RBASE. Now, the fact that \( \Gamma_i \) and \( \Gamma'_i \) agree on \( V^2_L \) and that \( (\pi_1^{(i)} \approx_{V^2_L} \pi_2^{(i)}) \) implies \( ((\pi_1^{(i+1)}, \pi_3^{(i+1)}), (\pi_2^{(i+1)}, \pi_4^{(i+1)})) \models \{ S_{i+1}, T_{i+1} \} \). This shows the inductive case. Finally, this implies \( \pi_3^{(i)} \approx_{V^2_L} \pi_4^{(i)} \) for each \( i \) since \( \Gamma_i(v) = L \) for \( v \in V^2_L \).

B SAP Model

B.1 Assumptions

We first state some of the assumptions of the SAP model that affected some of the design decisions of the model.

Program Reachability Transient execution depends on the execution path that a program takes both non-speculatively and speculatively. Existing methods have used an always mispredict \cite{16} model to explore the possible paths of program execution. We assume the same model and assume direct branches can speculatively execute in either direction. As for indirect branches, we assume that an arbitrary location is chosen as an (over-)approximation.

Page Tables and Memory Accesses Our model assumes static page table mappings. In addition, there are two partitions of memory initially, one partition contains only low-labelled data fragments and the second partition contains one high-labelled data fragment (representative of secret memory). The idea behind this is that if the adversary is able to exfiltrate information about a single secret, then the same program with additional secrets still results in a leak. Lastly, our model assumes memory consistency.

Forgoing Speculative Save States Lastly, our model does not include a notion of save states unlike prior formal models \cite{10, 16, 21}. We find that even without speculative save states, a wide range of vulnerabilities can still be captured by our model. Moreover, speculative save states are often encoded as arrays of the architectural state, further increasing the complexity of the formal model. We note that we use symbolic model checking in our case study and these assumptions allow us to model a speculative microprocessor abstractly and simplify the model in a way that avoids quantification in the underlying SMT \cite{4} formula. Under these assumptions, we formulate the speculative semantics of our model as the following.

In this section we describe the components of the SAP model in more detail. Figure 12 illustrates the components of the SAP model and their operations.

B.2 The Speculative Abstract Platform Model

In this section, we describe the SAP model in more detail.
Abstract CPU Model  The CPU model is an abstraction of architectural states, which include the variables in the first row of Table 13. The \( \text{pc} \) is the program counter which is a virtual address type \( VA \). The registers \( \text{regs} \) is a map from integers \( \mathbb{N} \) to words \( W \). The memory \( \text{mem} \) is a map from physical addresses \( PA \) to words \( W \). \( \text{excp} \) is the exception register that is of type \( E \), representing a set of exception types. In addition to the state variables there are a set of operations (\( \text{Op} \)) that define the transition relation semantics \( \Delta \). For the CPU, these operations are the load (\text{load}), store (\text{store}), conditional branch (\text{bge}), add (\text{add}), multiply (\text{mul}), and jump (\text{jmp}) instructions containing only the ISA level semantics. As an example, the semantics of the load operation (without virtualization) is described in Example 1.

![Speculative Abstract Platform Model](image)

Fig. 12. The Speculative Abstract Platform. Each rectangle represents an IFSM module along with their operation wrappers indicated by tags, of which only a subset have been displayed.

Abstract Cache Model  The second row in Table 13 describes the cache model, which extends the CPU model with a map of cache indexes (of type \( CA \)) to cache valid bits (of type boolean \( \text{Bool} \)) and a map of cache indexes (of type \( CA \)) to cache tags (modelled as physical addresses \( PA \)). Here, the cache index is an uninterpreted type and an uninterpreted function \( \text{lidx} \) is used to index into the cache line based on the address. We choose this formulation to capture a class of cache replacement policies. Note that the model assumes cache coherency, thus there is no need to create a separate variable for the data value in the cache.

Abstract Line Fill Buffer Model  The line fill buffer is kept fairly abstract and only contains a hit map \( \text{lfb\_hit} \) that returns whether a given physical address results in a

---

\[^5\] We note that the number of exceptions is not comprehensive and only includes page faults, abort pages and device-not-available exceptions to accommodate the variants we verify.
Fig. 13. The Speculative Abstract Platform Model: State variables, along with their types and description, separated by individual IFSM components.

hit (which then returns the appropriate data value) or a miss. Despite the simplicity of the model, it is sufficient to capture the ineffectiveness of cache flushes in preventing micro-architectural data sampling attacks (MDS). Similar to the cache model, the line fill buffer contains wrappers for the load operation as shown in Figure 12.

Abstract Out-of-Order Engine Model The out-of-order (OoO) engine contains the store buffer and load buffer variables. \( sb\text{.valid} \) and \( sb\text{.data} \) are maps from the store buffer indices \( SI \) (of uninterpreted type) to the entry’s valid bit and data value (of type \( W \)) respectively. The load buffer is modelled similarly with the variables \( lb\text{.valid} \) and \( lb\text{.data} \).

Abstract Page Table Model The page table model contains a virtual to physical address map \( addr\text{.map} \) and a permission map \( addr\text{.perm} \) where each virtual address is associated with a permission bit for read, write and execute and a present bit (e.g. \( ACL = \{R, W, X, P\} \), where \( R, W, X, P \) are boolean types). It also contains an owner map \( owner \) that determines which process owns a physical address. More interestingly, the operations for this model include address translation operations which are used in the load and store operations.

Abstract Translation Lookaside Buffer Model The translation lookaside buffer is modelled similarly to the cache, which includes a map from TLB indices \( TI \) (of uninterpreted type) to a valid bit and physical address (of type \( PA \)). The operations of the TLB model contain wrappers for the address translation operations defined in the abstract page table model.
Abstract Branch Predictor Model  The abstract branch predictor uses an uninterpreted function to determine the branch direction of conditional direct branches based on a pattern history table state $pht$, which stores the previously predicted direction for each address. It also contains a branch target buffer state $btb$, which is a map from virtual addresses to the target address prediction. In other words, it takes the conventional *always mispredict* semantics common in existing speculative semantics [16, 21].

Abstract Power State Model  Lastly, a boolean valued state $cu$ is used to represent the power state of a computational unit such as the AVX2 unit. The state is set to true whenever an associated instruction (which is in the set of operations) that uses the unit is executed.

C Discussion

In this section, we describe some of the limitations of our proof system, verification methodology, and formal models.

C.1 Limitations

*Compositional Verification of CondTPOD.* While $\text{CondNI}$ (Eq. 10) and $\text{CondObsDet}$ (Eq. 11) can be checked by checking each Floyd-Hoare triple locally, $\text{CondTPOD}$ (Eq. 12) requires checking trace properties over entire traces. Consequently, this means we lose the ability to check each Floyd-Hoare triple locally for general trace properties. However, trace properties that can be expressed as invariants over the triples naturally does allow our proof system to also check whether the system satisfies the trace properties in a localized manner. In fact, many useful properties, including the ones used to instantiate TPOD to derive secure speculation [10], can indeed be written as invariants (e.g. whether a program is allowed to speculate). Thus we defer the exploration of compositionally checking trace properties to existing and future work.

*In-order Execution of Programs.* Similar to existing approaches [10, 16, 21] that use symbolic execution, our verification methodology using the SAP model only considers in-order program instruction fetch. Thus, there may exist vulnerabilities on an out-of-order microprocessor that are not captured using our model alone. Proving properties about fully out-of-order processors would thus require modeling a component akin to a reorder buffer. Alternatively, one could potentially synthesize sound abstractions such that any violation of an information flow property in the out-of-order implementation model is preserved by the abstraction.

C.2 Soundness of Abstractions

While the SAP model is capable of capturing a broad class of attacks, we emphasize that every component is necessary for sound verification of any system. Thus while our SAP model is capable of capturing a broad class of vulnerabilities on a class of
micro-architectures, ideally each micro-architecture should tailor the model to accommodate all components that could potentially be exploited. For more fine-grain analysis, one should use sound abstract models derived from the RTL implementation, as direct formal verification of RTL often does not scale.